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Hi there - one another thing I have been meaning to talk to you about is our preparations for Max's schooling.  I'd
very much like to talk about it via telephone, but I am going to share my thoughts in a mail as a chance of us
being able to talk on the phone seems limited.  I apologize for the lengthy mail in advance.

As you know, Max is growing up fast and, in 18-24 months or so, he will be starting a regular school. 
Fortunately, despite many of our differences, we have been in agreement about our wish to provide a very good
education opportunity for Max.  We also talked about, and you were very supportive even after we decided that
we were going to separate, educating Max in Japan for few years so that he not only won't lose his Japanese
language skills/culture that he has acquired so far, but also will receive a quality education (far better than what's
offered here in the US, in my humble opinion) without having to go to a private school.  Of course, being in Japan
for few years would also allow him to bond with his extended family (my family in Japan) as well as his god father
figure, Shin, in Japan.  I think you know how important that would be for Max in a long run.  If we are still in
agreement on this, we need to start thinking about this more seriously sooner rather than later.  In Seattle, there
is no regular Japanese school beyond the preschool that Max currently attends.  There is a Japanese prep
school, but we have to start preparing Max to be admitted to the school.

I think you remember that I was asked to consider a role with Microsoft France right before we split (we talked
about it while we were driving somewhere), and since they offered to pay for a housing in France, there was a
Japanese school right by Microsoft France office, and this would give international experience for Max, you
thought I should really think about taking the job and you would spend time with Max over summer vacation, etc.
to ensure continuing relationship between you two.  I ended up declining the job because, for one, it was going to
be a lateral move for me career-wise and more importantly, France was not going to get us closer to Japan,
which has been a goal of ours for Max for some time.  The same team has just reached out to me about a
leadership opportunity in Beijing, China.  The job would be 2 job levels up for me (I am level 63 now, but it will go
up to level 65), and while nothing is set in stone, the head of the team has suggested that they would pay full
tuition for a private education for Max in Beijing, where he will be taught in Chinese, English and Japanese. 
Another reason why I am taking this more seriously than when I was thinking about the job in France is (1) the
new job would give me more predictable and steady work hours so I can plan my day better and spend even more
time with Max, which I would really love to do; (2) we can go back to Japan very frequently (it's a day trip
distance); (3) Max and I would have more of my family support since they can come to Beijing easily; and (4)
after 2 years in China, Max would be ready to go to a regular school either in Japan.  China is going to be the
next world power, as you know, and this is a great time to be there and for Max to learn Chinese (on top of other
languages he has already picked up!).

If you are open to this, as I hope you have not changed your mind about Max's education, I will bring back Max
on my every business trip back to Seattle/Redmond (expected 4 times a year), will pay for you to fly out to visit
Max in China (and you can take him to neighboring countries, like Macau), and ensure that you will have a good
chunk of time with Max during school breaks each year. Of course, we will keep Skype schedules.  While this is
a great opportunity, I am not going to take the job if you are not on board with the plan.  The most important thing
for me is Max - I think you already know that.

Lastly, the idea I am going to share now is a long shot and off the top, but please hear me out.  I know China is
and will continue to be a big player in the game industry and they are seeing explosive growth for the kind of skill
sets you have.  You were even looking for investors for your game in China just last year.  Given we currently live
far away from each other, only if you are interested, if you get a job with a game company, such as Microsoft, in
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China,, you can live in the same city as Max's?  I am also willing to help on this end.  In this way, you can get to
see Max more often and maybe this would help your career as well.  Again, this is a long shot, and I am just
throwing out an idea.  It's totally up to you if you would even entertain that idea.

Please let me know your thoughts.  I just had a meeting this morning with the team, and they seem to getting
serious about having me on board.  I told them that I have to talk to you and also see what they would offer in
terms of compensation.

If you would like to talk about it, I am more than happy to.

Chie


